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2D MXene Nanofilms with Tunable Gas Transport Channels
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2D materials’ membranes with well-defined nanochannels are promising 
for precise molecular separation. Herein, the design and engineering of 
atomically thin 2D MXene flacks into nanofilms with a thickness of 20 nm 
for gas separation are reported. Well-stacked pristine MXene nanofilms are 
proven to show outstanding molecular sieving property for H2 preferential 
transport. Chemical tuning of the MXene nanochannels is also rationally 
designed for selective permeating CO2. Borate and polyethylenimine (PEI) 
molecules are well interlocked into MXene layers, realizing the delicate regu-
lation of stacking behaviors and interlayer spacing of MXene nanosheets. The 
MXene nanofilms with either H2- or CO2-selective transport channels exhibit 
excellent gas separation performance beyond the limits for state-of-the-art 
membranes. The mechanisms within these nanoconfined MXene layers 
are discussed, revealing the transformation from “diffusion-controlled” to 
“solution-controlled” channels after chemical tuning. This work of precisely 
tailoring the 2D nanostructure may inspire the exploring of nanofluidics in 
2D confined space with applications in many other fields like catalysis and 
energy conversion processes.
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highly selective mass transport through 
the resulting membranes. Ideally, drilling 
pores in single layer nanosheets can 
make nanoporous 2D-material mem-
branes, thereby realizing ultimate separa-
tion efficiency.[3] However, it is technically 
challenging to obtain uniform pore size 
distribution in large membrane area, 
which limits their applications. 2D metal–
organic framework (MOF) and zeolite with 
intrinsic nanopores have been assembled 
to membranes,[4] but difficulties remain 
on the synthesis and exfoliation of such 
rigid crystals. The freeze–thaw exfoliation 
method has been elaborately designed by 
Zhao and co-workers[5] to obtained high-
quality crystalline 2D porous nanosheets. 
Alternatively, laminar membranes with 
horizontally aligned channels assembled 
from 2D materials provide a more prac-
tical approach for using 2D materials for 
separation.[2a,6] 2D graphene or transi-
tion metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have 

been reported to make laminar membranes.[7] Unfortunately, 
they showed undesirable molecular sieving properties because 
of their highly crystalline stacking without enough interlayer 
empty space for molecular transport. Mi and co-workers[8] dem-
onstrate that molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) membranes can be 
fully hydrated in aqueous solution to expand interlayer spacing 
to ≈1.2 nm with high water permeability. However, they are 
difficult to be used for precise separation of small molecules 
with size down to sub-nanometer. Up to now, only graphene 
oxide (GO), the oxidized form of graphene, has been intensively 
developed as laminar membranes for small molecules’ separa-
tion.[9] The oxygen functionalities on the GO planes expand the 
interlayer spacing to a suitable distance, enabling fast and selec-
tive molecular diffusion through the membranes composed of 
these well-defined nanochannels.

Recently, a new family of 2D transition metal carbides and 
carbonitrides, MXene, with attractive electronic, thermal, 
mechanical, and optical properties, has shown great promise in 
a wide range of applications.[10] It has a formula of Mn+1XnTx, 
where M is an early transition metal, X is carbon and/or 
nitrogen, and n ranges from 1 to 3.[11] Owing to the synthesis 
in aqueous medium, MXene nanosheets are terminated with 
functional moieties (Tx), including H, O, and F groups, 
which is beneficial for chemical functionalization. Similar 
to GO, the functionalities on MXene nanosheets are capable 
of creating interlayer empty space within assembled MXene 
membranes for selective molecular permeation. In addition, 
the hydrophilic nature of MXene favors the scalable membrane 

Thin Films

1. Introduction

2D materials have become promising building blocks to con-
struct nanofluidics channels for wide applications such as 
electrochemical energy conversion and storage, biosensor, and 
membrane separation.[1] Synthetic membranes made from 2D 
materials are now attracting rising attention owing to their 
extraordinary permeation properties.[2] Featuring with thickness 
down to atomic scale, the 2D materials are able to minimize the 
transport resistance of membranes to realize high-throughput 
separation. Moreover, the sub-nanometer pore structure allows 
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fabrication. Hence, MXene is considered to be a novel potential 
candidate for developing separative 2D-material membranes. 
However, there are a very few reports on MXene separation 
membranes. Gogotsi and co-workers first reported MXene 
membranes for rejection of trivalent cation in solution using 
nonpressure diffusion.[12] A high water permeance was obtained 
by applying MXene stacks in the pressure-filtration process,[13] 
but the membrane can only rejected matters with a size larger 
than 2.5 nm. Very recently, Wang and co-workers[14] reported 
the manufacturing of MXene membranes with highly ordered 
nanochannel structures for high-performance separation of 
H2/CO2, which opens the door of applying MXene membranes 
for molecular separation. It is considered that rationally regu-
lating the nanostructure of 2D channels may, thereby, enlighten 
the exploring of MXene materials for sub-nanoscale separation 
with versatile functionalities.

Herein, we report the design and engineering of MXene 
nanofilms with tunable transport channels for gas separation. 
Ultrathin pristine MXene nanofilms with a thickness down to 
20 nm were fabricated by horizontally aligning the exfoliated 
MXene nanosheets on porous substrates. Molecular sieving 
channels within pristine MXene nanofilm can be formed to 
show highly selective H2 permeation, as shown in Figure 1. 
Interestingly, these MXene laminates, as functionalized by 
borate and amine, exhibit different stacking behaviors and tun-
able interlayer spacing, allowing preferential CO2 permeation. 
The resulting separation performance of either H2- or CO2-
selective MXene nanofilms is beyond the performance limits 
for state-of-the-art membranes.

2. Synthesis of MXene Nanosheets

We chose Ti3C2Tx as the membrane material due to its excel-
lent structural stability among all types of MXene family 
members.[15] As a top-down method, wet etching was used 
to synthesize Ti3C2Tx MXene in this work (see the “Experi-
mental Section” and Figure S1 in the Supporting Informa-
tion).[15] It is well known that the nanosheets with lower 
concentration of defects is crucial for obtaining high-quality 
2D membranes.[16] Generally, milder etching conditions can 
synthesize MXene sheets with less defects.[17] Instead of 
hydrofluoric acid (HF), we chose a mixture of hydrochloric 

acid (HCl) and lithium fluoride (LiF) as the etchant to selec-
tively etch Al from the layered precursors Ti3AlC2 (MAX 
phase). As shown in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images in Figure 2a,b, after the etching of Al from pristine 
Ti3AlC2 MAX, the Ti3C2Tx MXene powder showed a layered 
accordion-like structure, where the layers were split from 
each other, indicating the successful etching. Ultrathin layers 
of MXene nanosheets can be easily obtained by sonication of 
the colloidal suspensions. Figure 2c shows the SEM image 
of the ultrathin MXene nanosheets on an anodic aluminum 
oxide (AAO) substrate, in which the MXene nanosheets are 
almost transparent under the electron beam. Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) measurement indicates that the synthe-
sized MXene nanosheet has the thickness of 1–2 nm, demon-
strating that one or two layers of MXene were obtained. For 
2D-material membranes, the molecular transport behavior is 
strongly dependent on the lateral size and stacking configu-
ration of nanosheets.[1a,16,18] Our previous works[9g,h] demon-
strated that 1–2 µm lateral-sized nanosheets are favorable 
for creating ordered 2D-stacking structure and abundant 
in-plane nanogaps for highly efficient gas separation. Thus, 
we chose the 2D MXene nanosheets having the main lat-
eral size distribution of 1–2 µm for the subsequent mem-
brane fabrication, which is characterized by dynamic light 
scattering (DLS) and AFM (Figures S2 and S3, Supporting 
Information).

The overall crystallinity of the synthesized MXene nanosheets 
and the original MAX crystals was further investigated via X-ray 
diffraction (XRD), as shown in Figure 2e. The diffraction peak 
for the (104) planes of Ti3AlC2 MAX located at 39° is absent in 
the pattern of Ti3C2Tx MXene, showing the successful removal 
of the Al layers by etching.[10a,19] Peaks from 20° to 40° are still 
observed, which are consistent with literature,[20,53] suggesting 
a good periodicity between the stacked MXene layers. Impor-
tantly, the main peak of (002) shifted from 9.7° of Ti3AlC2 MAX 
to a much lower angle of 5.9° of Ti3C2Tx MXene, indicating the 
introduction of functionalities and water that expand the adja-
cent MXene layers to the interlayer spacing of 1.5 nm.[21] These 
are also well demonstrated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Raman 
spectroscopy, and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) as 
shown in Figure 2f and Figures S4–S7 (Supporting Informa-
tion). Note that the TiO bond (TiO2) cannot be completely 
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Figure 1. Structures and gas transport of H2-selective and CO2-selective MXene nanofilms.
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avoided by using the chemical etching method. XPS spectra 
(Figure S5, Supporting Information) show that, in this work, 
TiO2 accounts for about 8% of the whole Ti elements in 
atomic percentage, which is similar to the reported values in 
literature.[22] More discussions are provided in the Supporting 
Information. Similar to GO,[23] abundant groups including 
OH, O, and F were anchored on the surface of MXene 
nanosheets, endowing MXene with hydrophilicity and negative 
charges in aqueous medium. Therefore, MXene powders can 
be easily dispersed in water to form a stable colloidal solution 
(Figure 2h), which is a preferential precursor for membrane 
fabrication (will be discussed later). In addition, the expanded 
MXene layers provide nanosized interlayer channels for molec-
ular transport, which can be employed for nanofluidics and 
separation applications.[15] Transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) characterization of the nanosheets was also carried out 
(Figure 2g), confirming the high crystallinity of the synthesized 
MXene nanosheets. The nanoscale wrinkles in TEM image 
indicate the flexible nature of MXene. Figure 2i–k shows that 
a 5 µm thick freestanding MXene film can be bended or even 
wrapped around a glass rod without any breakage, which are 
mechanically robust.

3. Fabrication of Ultrathin MXene Nanofilms

Defect-free thin films are critical for obtaining not only pre-
cise but also high-throughput separation.[9b,24] However, up to 
now, reducing the separation layer to nanometer scale without 
introducing extra defects is still challenging for conventional 
microporous and polymeric membranes.[25] 2D materials with 
thickness down to atomic scale are currently emerging as the 
nano-building blocks, which enables minimum transport resist-
ance and maximum permeation flux of the membranes.[2a,26] 
We used vacuum-assisted assembly, a scalable method to hori-
zontally align 2D MXene nanosheets onto the porous AAO 
substrate to facilely fabricate ultrathin MXene nanofilms (see 
the “Experimental Section”). Figure 3a and Figure S8 (Sup-
porting Information) exhibit typical digital photos of blank 
AAO substrate and the as-prepared ultrathin MXene nanofilm 
with a thickness of about 20 nm. Before the vacuum-assisted 
assembly, the AAO substrates were modified by dopamine to 
enhance the interfacial adhesion between the active layer and 
substrate (Figure S8, Supporting Information). It has been 
proved that dopamine can polymerize to form polydopamine 
through oxidation of catechol to dopaminequinone under an 
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Figure 2. Synthesis of MXene nanosheets. SEM images of a) MAX powder, b) synthesized MXene powder, and c) MXene nanosheets deposited on an 
AAO substrate. d) AFM image of the MXene nanosheets. Scan area: 5 µm × 5 µm. e) XRD patterns of MAX and MXene. f) XPS scan of MXene. g) TEM 
image of MXene nanosheet inserted with selective area electron diffraction pattern (SAED) pattern. Digital photos of h) MXene aqueous dispersion 
with a concentration of 0.025 mg mL−1, showing the Tyndall effect in a colloidal suspension. i) Freestanding MXene film with a thickness of ≈5 µm.  
j,k) The film was j) wrapped around a glass rod and k) bended, respectively, showing the good flexibility.
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aerobic and alkaline condition, and then further oxidizes and 
polymerizes through deprotonation and intermolecular Michael 
addition reaction to form a crosslinked homopolymer.[27] With 
a large number of functionalized groups such as hydroxyl and 
amine, the polydopamine layers can act as molecular linkers 
between substrates and active layers by noncovalent interac-
tions including hydrogen bonding and charge transfer inter-
actions. It can be seen that after the assembly, the substrate 
was entirely covered by a continuous light green MXene layer, 
which has a highly smooth membrane surface (Figure S8b, 
Supporting Information). Dilute polymer solution of polyether 
block amide (PEBA) was spin-coated on the MXene layer for 
sealing some possible nonselective defects for all the cases. For 
comparison, we also used α,ω-dihydroxypolydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS), a highly permeable polymer for spin-coating, to better 
understand the influence of spin-coated polymer (see the 
“Experimental Section” and detailed discussion on the polymer 
effects in Figures S9, S10, and S33 and Notes S1 and S2 in the 
Supporting Information). It is demonstrated that the controlled 
polymer coating on the MXene membranes could hardly form 
continuous layer and thus has limited transport resistance on 
the gas permeation. AAO substrate has an average pore size 
of ≈100 nm (Figure S11, Supporting Information), which was 
uniformly deposited by membrane layer without visible pin-
holes or defects (Figure S12, Supporting Information), even 
under higher SEM magnification (Figure 3b). Especially, the 
pore morphology of AAO substrate can be found on the mem-
brane surface, indicating an ultrathin feature of the MXene 

layer. The cross-sectional view in Figure 3c shows a porous 
AAO supporting layer which is supposed to provide suffi-
cient mechanical strength while with negligible molecular gas 
transport resistance, and an ultrathin (≈20 nm) well-stacked 
MXene nanofilm firmly adhered onto the porous substrate. The 
typical laminate structure of MXene layers can be clearly seen 
in a thick freestanding MXene film (5 µm thick), as shown in 
Figure S13 (Supporting Information). We used high-resolution 
TEM (HRTEM) to further characterize the ordered stacking 
of MXene nanofilm. As shown in Figure 3d and Figure S14 
(Supporting Information), the corresponding lattice fringes of 
the MXene nanosheets can be clearly observed, showing an 
ordered laminar structure comprising of ≈13 MXene layers 
with a total thickness of ≈20 nm. Furthermore, we systemati-
cally investigated the stacking behavior of MXene through pre-
paring membranes with different thicknesses by varying the 
volume of colloidal suspension (Figures S15–S18, Supporting 
Information). MXene layers with 5 nm thick (MXene loading 
of 1.8 × 10−3 mg cm−2) cannot fully cover the surface of AAO 
substrates, exposing pores and defects. Defect-free and ordered 
stacking microstructure appeared when a 20 nm MXene layer 
was deposited, as analyzed by AFM in Figure S17 (Supporting 
Information). Thicker MXene membranes all display similar 
well-stacked morphology (Figures S16 and S17, Supporting 
Information). This is owing to the fully exfoliated high-quality 
MXene from its bulk counterpart, enabling reconstruction of 
2D nanofluidic interstitial space highly aligned in the hori-
zontal direction.[1a,b] As a result, the fabricated MXene nanofilm 
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Figure 3. Fabrication of ultrathin MXene nanofilms. a) Digital photo of blank AAO substrate (left) and ultrathin MXene nanofilm with a thickness of 
about 20 nm supported by AAO (right). SEM images of 20 nm thick MXene nanofilms’ b) surface and c) cross section. Inserted in panel (c) is the 
enlarged cross-sectional SEM image of MXene nanofilms. d) HRTEM image of 20 nm thick MXene nanofilms.
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with continuous lamellar nanochannels can be used for effi-
cient molecular separation.

4. Selective H2 Transport through Pristine  
MXene Channels

Gas permeation behaviors of the pristine MXene nano-
films were subsequently investigated. First, we studied the 
transport properties of hydrogen (H2) and carbon dioxide 
(CO2) molecules. H2 is with the kinetic diameter of 0.29 nm 
while CO2 has a kinetic diameter of 0.33 nm, showing only 
0.04 nm of difference on gas molecular size. MXene nano-
films of different thicknesses were prepared and applied 
for H2/CO2 separation (Figure 4a). It is found that gas 
permeance decreased while the selectivity increased with 
MXene layer thickness. MXene nanofilms with a thickness 
of 5 nm show a very high gas permeance of ≈36 000 GPU 
(1 GPU = 10−6 cm3 (STP) cm−2 s−1 cmHg), while the selectivity 
of H2/CO2 is only ≈5 (selectivity of Knudsen diffusion), which 
is nearly equal to the performance of bare AAO substrate 
precoated with dopamine. This suggests that MXene layers 
have not fully covered the substrate surface, resulting in large 
defects even the pores of substrate indicated by Figure S15a 
(Supporting Information). Further increasing the MXene layer 
thickness to 10 nm enhances the separation performance with 
H2/CO2 selectivity of ≈8, while still showing pinholes within 
the membrane (Figure S15b, Supporting Information). When 
MXene nanofilms are thicker than 20 nm, the selectivity rises 
to ≈30, and almost keeps constant. These demonstrate that the 
well-stacking MXene nanosheets and molecular sieving nano-
pores were formed with a critical nanofilm thickness of 20 nm. 

Figure 4b shows that the 20 nm MXene nanofilm exhibits 
excellent molecular separation properties for H2/CO2 gas pair: 
H2 permeance as high as 1584 GPU and H2/CO2 selectivity of 
27. This separation efficiency exceeds above the 2008 Robeson 
upper-bound for polymeric membranes,[28] as well as shows 
competitive separation performance compared with current 
advanced membranes including zeolite,[29] silica,[30] carbon 
molecular sieves (CMS),[31] MOFs,[4a,5,32] layered double hydrox-
ides (LDHs),[33] polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs),[34] 
laminar GO,[7a,9b,35] and MoS2.[7c] Mixed-gas permeation also 
shows a high H2/CO2 selectivity of ≈20 with H2 permeance of 
≈1200 GPU, confirming the truly excellent molecular sieving 
performance of the MXene nanofilm (also see Tables S2 and S3  
in the Supporting Information). In addition, the nanofilm 
maintains this excellent performance during more than 100 h 
long-term operation test (Figure 4b). This indicates that the 
nanofilm is mechanically robust enough (at a feed pressure 
of 1.5 bar at 25 °C) that no defects generated even under the 
longtime continuous gas permeation, which is important for 
dealing with high volumetric gas flow and streams in real 
application.[9g] Furthermore, the high performance is well 
preserved after being stored for one month (Figure S19, Sup-
porting Information), suggesting that the nanofilm is chemi-
cally stable, as well. The effect of feed pressure on the H2/
CO2 separation has also been studied, as shown in Figure S20 
(Supporting Information). It is considered that the MXene 
stacking structure may change under high pressure, leading to 
the deceased H2/CO2 separation performance. As the realistic 
H2/CO2 separation under transmembrane differential pres-
sure is larger than 10 bar,[36] we consider that future efforts 
should be paid on improving the structural stability of MXene 
membranes under high pressure.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1801511

Figure 4. Gas transport properties of H2-selective MXene nanofilms. a) Effect of MXene nanofilm thickness on the H2/CO2 separation performance. 
For the 20 nm thick ultrathin MXene nanofilm, b) H2/CO2 long-term operation test, c) gas permeation behaviors of H2, CO2, N2, CH4, and C3H8, 
and the comparison of H2/gas selectivity which is inserted, d) H2/CO2 separation compared with state-of-the-art gas separation membranes. The 
solid red star symbol represents the single gas permeation at 1.5 bar and °C, while the open red star symbol represents the mixed gas permeation  
(50:50 H2/CO2, volume percent) at 1 bar and 25 °C.
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To further probe the molecular sieving properties of the 
MXene nanofilm, we measured the permeations of larger mol-
ecules of nitrogen (N2), methane (CH4), and propane (C3H8), 
with kinetic diameters of 0.36, 0.38, and 0.43 nm, respectively. 
According to the size-exclusion theory for diffusion-controlled 
membranes,[7a,23b] it seems counterintuitive that CO2 with 
smaller molecular size, however, showed lower permeance 
than larger gas molecules of N2 and CH4. This is because the 
oxygen-containing groups on MXene (Figure 2e; Figures S4 
and S5, Supporting Information) can cause the trapping effect 
for CO2 molecules within the nanofilm,[7a,9g,35] which is also 
well demonstrated by the pristine MXene membranes as 
Gogotsi and co-workers have developed.[14] The selectivity for 
H2/C3H8 gas pair reaches as high as 110, indicating that our 
pristine MXene nanofilm has extraordinary molecular sieving 
capability with molecular discrimination size down to sub-
nanoscale. This ultrafast and precise H2 sieving behavior can 
be attributed to the well-stacked 2D laminar structure, which 
is in good agreement with the results reported by Gogotsi 
and co-workers.[14] In general, molecular transport within 
2D-material membranes is first through the in-plane slit-like 
pores, and then into the out-of-plane interlayer spacing.[1a,2a,9g] 
Particularly, Zhao et al.[35,37] demonstrated that the in-plane 
slit-like pores can play a key role in determining the molec-
ular sieving performance of GO membranes. In our work, the 
interlayer spacing of pristine MXene is 1.5 nm as indicated 
by XRD (Figure 2e). Considering the MXene thickness (a) 
of 0.98 nm,[38,53] the interlayer empty height (h) between two 
adjacent MXene nanosheets can be calculated as: h = d − a; 
namely 0.52 nm, which is larger than the C3H8's kinetic diam-
eter of 0.43 nm. Based on the above observation of high H2/
C3H8 selectivity (≈110) in the MXene nanofilm, the rejection 
of C3H8 molecules could be attributed to the sub-nanometer 
in-plane slit-like pores showing molecular sieving effect. This 
can also be demonstrated by the maintaining of gas selectivity 
(Table S4, Supporting Information) even if the MXene inter-
layer empty height was narrowed down from 0.52 to 0.38 nm 
via vacuum heating treatment (Figure S29, Supporting Infor-
mation). The diffusion-controlled molecular sieving effect 
mechanism of this pristine MXene nanofilm is discussed in 
detail in Section 8.

It should be noted that water molecules intercalated 
between the MXene layers also affect the gas transport behav-
iors. As shown in Table S4 (Supporting Information), when 
the relative (RH) humidity increased from 10% to 40%, the 
mixed H2/CO2 selectivity remains almost unchanged, indi-
cating that the presence of some water molecules between 
the MXene layers has little influence on the separation of H2/
CO2. However, under high relative humidity (RH = 90%), the 
MXene membrane shows a 40% decrease of H2 permeance, 
and the mixed H2/CO2 selectivity also reduces from 19.7 to 9.8 
compared with the MXene membrane tested in 40% RH. This 
indicates that the presence of large amount of water between 
the MXene layers can significantly hinder the transport of H2 
molecules. On the contrary, CO2 permeance increases from 
52.3 to 64.3 GPU as tested RH increased from 40% to 90%, 
showing that water can facilitate the transport of condensable 
CO2 molecules. Such a phenomenon has also been reported 
by other literatures.[7a,39]

5. Tuning the MXene Channels for Selective  
CO2 Transport

To further explore the versatile potential of MXene nanofilms 
in molecular separation, we functionalized the MXene nano-
film to tune the gas transport behavior to realize another 
important gas separation: CO2 capture. Practically, CO2 in the 
raw natural gas must be removed to avoid the corrosion of the 
piping system, and CO2 capture from flue gas is the key to 
overcome the excessive emission of greenhouse gases, which 
are related to CO2/CH4 and CO2/N2 separation, respectively. 
According to the above investigations, there are two obstacles 
for pristine MXene nanofilms used for CO2 capture: i) a molec-
ular rejection size of ≈0.43 nm (the kinetic diameter of C3H8) is 
too large to discriminate CO2 (0.33 nm) over CH4 (0.38 nm) or 
N2 (0.36 nm) to achieve selective CO2 permeation; ii) the trap-
ping of CO2 molecules in the MXene fails to obtain fast CO2 
permeation. In view of this, we introduced borate molecules 
to crosslink the MXene nanofilm because borate can not only 
crosslink with the oxygen functionalities on MXene to further 
reduce the interlayer spacing for improving the discrimination 
selectivity of CO2/CH4 or CO2/N2, but also trigger reversible 
reactions with CO2 molecules to release the trapped CO2 and 
facilitate their transport for promoting the CO2 permeance.[18,40]

The crosslinking between borate and MXene can be ana-
lyzed by XPS and FTIR. As shown in Figure S21 (Supporting 
Information) (XPS Ti2p spectrum of MXene–borate composite), 
scan B and scan C, which are Ti(II) suboxide and/or hydroxide 
and Ti(III) suboxide and/or hydroxide from pure MXene, shift 
toward higher position, showing the decrease of electron cloud 
density of Ti atoms. This can be attributed to the bonded B 
atoms with higher electronegativity, resulting in the lower elec-
tron cloud density of Ti atoms than in the form of TiOH.[41] 
The chemical reaction between B4O7

2- and hydroxyl groups on 
MXene[18] can also be confirmed by FTIR spectra (Figure 5a; 
Figure S22, Supporting Information). Typically, for the “MB-X,” 
“MB” means the MXene–borate composite while the number 
“X” indicates the reaction temperature. When the treating tem-
perature increased from 55 to 95 °C, the intensity of hydroxyl 
band decreased significantly. This indicates that the hydroxyl 
groups on MXene can react with B4O7

2−, resulting in the reduc-
tion of the amount of hydroxyl groups.[18] The mechanical 
property was also improved after crosslinking. Figure S23 (Sup-
porting Information) shows that the adhesive force of MB-75 
membrane is three times higher than that of pristine MXene 
membrane. We suppose that the in-plane and plane-to-plane 
stiffness can be reinforced after crosslinking borate molecules, 
so that MXene layers are hard to be scratched out.[23a] More-
over, we chose polyethylenimine (PEI) to further interlock 
the MXene nanosheets. PEI is a positively charged polymer, 
showing a  ζ potential of 25.3 mV (pH = 7, with a PEI concen-
tration of 0.01 mg mL−1), which can form strong electrostatic 
interaction with negatively charged MXene dispersion with a 
ζ potential of −34.5 mV (pH = 7, with an MXene concentra-
tion of 0.01 mg mL−1). The possible reactions between amine 
groups on PEI and Ti suboxides on MXene can be evidenced by 
the significant enhanced binding energy (Figure 5b; Table S6,  
Supporting Information).[42] In addition, PEI molecules can 
build enhanced hydrogen bonding framework with MXene 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1801511
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nanosheets, since amino groups and oxygen functionalities can 
both act as the donor or acceptor of the hydrogen bonds.[9g,43] 
The schematic illustration of borate and PEI functionalization 
can be found in Figure S24 (Supporting Information). As a 
result, crosslinking borate and PEI molecules into the MXene 
nanofilm is expected to firmly interlock the nanosheets.

We then applied the high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and the 
associated energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) ele-
mental mapping to study the microstructure of the functional-
ized MXene layers (Figure 5c,d). MXene lattice fringes can be 
clearly observed, indicating the ordered stacking structure. The 

elements of Ti, B, N, C, O, and F are uniformly distributed as 
shown in EDX mapping images of selected area in Figure 5c, 
which suggests the successful interlocking of MXene nanofilm 
with borate and PEI molecules. The functionalization of MXene 
can be further confirmed by AFM images in Figure 5e. MXene–
borate–PEI composite nanosheets treated under 75 °C (MBP-
75) show a thickness of 5–7 nm, suggesting that three to four 
layers of MXene nanosheet stacking together are induced by 
the strong interlocking force. These assembled nanostacks are 
the building blocks for the fabrication of functionalized MXene 
film, which is flexible and mechanical robust as seen in Figure 
S25 (Supporting Information). We then used vacuum-assisted 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1801511

Figure 5. Characterization of chemical-tuned MXene nanofilm. a) FTIR spectra of MXene and borate functionalized MXene under different temperature. 
Typically, for the “MB-X”, “MB” means the MXene–borate composite while the number “X” indicates the reaction temperature. b) High-resolution 
XPS spectra of Ti2p for MXene modified by PEI molecules. c) STEM HAADF image and d) EDX mapping of MXene–borate–PEI crosslinked at 75 °C 
(MBP-75). The blue dashed box indicates the area chosen for EDX mapping. e) AFM image of MBP-75 nanosheets. f) TEM image of MBP-75 nanofilm 
with a thickness of ≈20 nm.
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assembly to fabricate ultrathin layer of MBP-75 nanofilm with 
supported by AAO substrate, a similar process as the pristine 
MXene membranes. SEM image in Figure S26 (Supporting 
Information) exhibits the firmly stacking morphology of the 
nanofilm. TEM characterization reveals the ordered alignment 
of MXene layers interlocked with borate and PEI molecules 
(Figure 5f) with a thickness of 20 nm, which are obscure due 
to the low crystallinity. The well-assembled MBP-75 nanofilm, 
with the most uniform surface, revealed the lowest water con-
tact angle among the other MXene nanofilms (Figure S27, 
Supporting Information). However, excessive borate and PEI 
lead to disordered stacking of films, showing nearly threefold 
enhancement of surface roughness as indicated by AFM anal-
ysis (Figure S28, Supporting Information).

Importantly, the interlayer spacing can also be tuned 
by borate and PEI molecules. Molecular transport in gas 
separation membranes is determined by two crucial properties: 
diffusivity and solubility.[9h,24a,25b] To achieve efficient gas sepa-
ration, it is highly desirable to construct the nanochannels with 
appropriate size to increase the diffusivity selectivity as well as 
favorable affinity toward target molecules to enhance the solu-
bility selectivity.[44] As shown in Figure 6a, the interlayer spacing 
of MXene is reduced after borate crosslinking, from 1.50 to 
1.29 nm, as the crosslinking temperature increases from 55 to 
75 °C. It is known that the wet-etched MXene has hydrophilic 
surface, causing the very easy intercalation of water molecules 
into the MXene layers.[15,53] After crosslinking with borate and 
PEI molecules, the 2D layers of MXene can be much more 
dense and stable, and the functionalized MXene shows even 
smaller interlayer spacing than pristine MXene in an ambient 
environment. In addition, the interlayer empty height (h) of 
pristine MXene and functionalized MXene nanofilms was illus-
trated in Figure 6a. It is worth noting that MBP-75 nanofilm, 
interlocked by borate and PEI at 75 °C, has an h of 0.34 nm, 
lying exactly between the kinetic diameters of CO2 and CH4, 
and is beneficial for the enhancement of CO2/CH4 diffusion 
selectivity.

Borate and PEI molecules interlocked here play the roles of 
both crosslinking the MXene layers and being as the CO2-philic 
nanodomains, so that the solubility of CO2 molecules can also 
be enhanced. It has been proven that borates can be used as 
efficient CO2 facilitated transport carriers, catalyzing the conver-
sion of CO2 into HCO3

−, similar to the CO2 hydration in human 
body by carbonic anhydrase.[45] As shown in Figure 6b, the CO2-
philic property of borate is demonstrated by 13% enhancement 
of CO2 uptake of borate-modified MXene comparing with that 
of pristine MXene. Based on the coupled solution–diffusion 
process, the increase of CO2 sorption can be beneficial for 
enhancing the solubility and contributing for the whole perme-
ability. PEI containing large amount of amino-functionalized 
groups[46] was then introduced into the MXene layers, realizing 
about 43% higher equilibrium CO2 uptake. This endows the 
MXene nanofilms with strong sorption enthalpy to overcome 
the energy barrier of CO2 molecules entering into and diffusing 
through the MXene nanochannels.[7a] However, the sorption 
of H2 and CH4 almost shows no change after borate and PEI 
crosslinking.

Gas transport properties of functionalized MXene nano-
films were then evaluated. As expected, the CO2 permeation 

was remarkably enhanced by functionalizing the MXene with 
borate and PEI; CO2 permeance was increased by 5.2 times 
(from 67 GPU in pristine MXene nanofilm to 350 GPU in the 
MBP-75 nanofilm), being higher than other gases, even H2 with 
smaller molecular size (Table S8, Supporting Information). This 
confirms the CO2 selective permeation feature. The permeance 
of other gases was reduced compared with the pristine MXene 
nanofilm (Table S8 (Supporting Information) vs Figure 4d). 
It can be attributed to the reduced interlayer spacing and the 
crosslinking structure of the functionalized MXene nanofilm, 
like similar behaviors found in GO membranes.[7a,18,44a] The 
CO2/CH4 system was chosen for studying the separation 
behaviors. By optimizing the fabricating conditions such as 
crosslinking temperature, borate/PEI concentration, membrane 
thickness (Figure 7c; Figures S28, S30, and S32 and Table S8, 
Supporting Information), the functionalized MXene nanofilm 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1801511

Figure 6. Tuning the transport channels of MXene nanofilm. a) Analysis 
of the interlayer spaces of pristine and functionalized MXene nanofilms 
using XRD spectra. The interlayer empty height h is displayed in blankets 
which are behind the membrane sample names. b) Comparison of gas 
sorption on pristine and functionalized MXene at 25 °C.
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shows a desirable CO2 capture performance; CO2 permeance of 
350 GPU with a CO2/CH4 selectivity of 15.3. Figure 7b illustrates 
that the functionalized MXene nanofilm is mechanically stable, 
maintaining the high separation performance of CO2/CH4 
during long-term operation test over 100 h. This MXene nano-
film is competitive with state-of-the-art CO2 separation mem-
branes such as polymers,[47] zeolite,[48] MOFs,[49] ionic liquid (IL) 
membranes,[50] and GO,[7a,18,44a] transcending the performance 
limits of MOF membranes for CO2/CH4 (Figure 7a).[51] This 
functionalized MXene nanofilm also shows promising CO2/N2 
separation performance (Figure S31, Supporting Information).

CO2/CH4 separation behaviors of various functionalized 
MXene nanofilms are studied in Figure 7c. When crosslinking 

the MXene with borates, the CO2 permeance drops with reac-
tion temperature, because of the decreased interlayer empty 
height h of MXene nanosheets (Figure 6a). Compared with 
MB-55, the MB-75 nanofilm exhibits enhanced selectivity, due 
to the fact that the narrowed h of 0.33 nm is fairly small to 
reject N2 (0.364 nm) and CH4 (0.38 nm) from CO2 (0.33 nm). 
However, MB-95 nanofilm with the narrowest h of 0.31 nm 
would block the CO2 molecules through the interlayer, lowering 
both the permeance and selectivity. By introducing PEI into the 
MB-75 nanofilm, the CO2/CH4 selectivity is nearly doubled with 
a slightly increase of CO2 permeance, although the h is almost 
kept constant (Figure 6a). This result suggests that the intro-
duced PEI can lead the shrinkage of the slit-like pores to inhibit 
the permeation of CH4, thereby significantly enhancing the 
size discrimination selectivity. In addition, PEI contributes to a 
higher CO2 solubility, which might compensate for the possible 
loss of CO2 diffusivity caused by the crosslinking. Thus, high 
CO2 permeance and selectivity were simultaneously achieved in 
the borate/PEI functionalized MXene nanofilm (MBP-75).

6. Discussion on the Gas Separation Mechanisms

Generally, membranes with different structures are dominated 
by different gas separation mechanisms. To better understand 
the gas separation mechanisms of the pristine and the func-
tionalized MXene membranes, the permeability (Pi) was decon-
voluted into the product of sorption coefficient (solubility, Si) 
and diffusion coefficient (diffusivity, Di), according to the solu-
tion–diffusion model.[52] The solubility (S, 10−2 cm3 (STP) cm−3 
cmHg−1) and diffusivity (D, 10−8 cm2 s−1) coefficients and the 
corresponding selectivity for H2 and CO2 are shown in Figure 8.

In the pristine MXene nanofilm, noncondensable H2 shows 
lower solubility than condensable CO2, but much higher diffu-
sivity of 179.8 × 10−8 cm2 s−1 owing to the smaller molecular 
size (H2: 0.29 nm; CO2: 0.33 nm), thereby exhibiting ultrahigh 
H2/CO2 diffusion selectivity of ≈440 and high H2/CO2 per-
meation selectivity of ≈30. This implies that pristine MXene 
nanofilm acts as the diffusion-controlled membrane, showing 
the molecular sieving effect. Similar phenomenon has also 
been found in other pure 2D-material membranes, including 
the reported pristine MXene membranes.[7b,14] In the borate 
and PEI functionalized MXene nanofilms, the diffusivity of 
H2 decreased to ≈30 × 10−8 cm2 s−1, six to seven times lower 
than that of pristine MXene membrane, due to the shrinkage 
of transport channels (Figure 6a) caused by the crosslinking of 
MXene nanofilm. While the diffusion of CO2 was promoted 
rather than inhibited owing to the CO2 carrier effect of the 
introduced borate molecules in the MXene nanofilm. Thus, 
the H2/CO2 diffusion selectivity sharply reduced from ≈440 to 
≈20. Meanwhile, as expected, the CO2-philic PEI and borate 
agents further enhanced the CO2 solubility in the MXene nano-
film, increasing the CO2/H2 sorption selectivity from 17.2 in 
the pristine MXene membrane to 28.2 in the MBP-75 mem-
brane. Therefore, the resulting borate and PEI functionalized 
MXene nanofilms exhibited CO2 selective permeation over H2, 
although the CO2/H2 permeation selectivity is only 1.4 owing 
to the intrinsically lower diffusivity of large-sized CO2 than 
that of smaller-sized H2. Apparently, the functionalized MXene 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1801511

Figure 7. Gas transport properties of CO2-selective MXene nanofilms.  
a) CO2/CH4 separation performance of MBP-75 nanofilm compared with 
state-of-the-art gas separation membranes. The solid red star symbol rep-
resents the single gas permeation at 1.5 bar and 25 °C, while the open 
red star symbol represents the mixed gas permeation (50:50 CO2/CH4, 
volume percent) at 1 bar and 25 °C. b) CO2/CH4 long-term operation 
test of MBP-75 nanofilm. c) CO2/CH4 separation performances of various 
MXene-based nanofilms. All these membranes are with membrane active 
layer thickness of about 20 nm.
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nanofilms can act as the solution-controlled membrane. In this 
context, CH4 or N2, having much lower solubility than that 
of CO2 (Table S9, Supporting Information) and larger molec-
ular size (CH4: 0.38 nm; N2: 0.36 nm), was effectively sepa-
rated from CO2 by using the borate- and PEI-functionalized 
MXene nanofilms (Figure 7; Figure S31, Supporting Informa-
tion), thereby realizing efficient CO2 capture (i.e., CO2/CH4 or  
CO2/N2 separation).

7. Conclusion

We have demonstrated the construction of tunable MXene 
nanofilms with the thickness down to 20 nm. The atomically 
thin layers of MXene were orderly assembled to form nano-
films with outstanding and stable ultrafast molecular sieving 
performance of H2. The stacking behavior and interlayer 
spacing of MXene nanofilms were then precisely manipu-
lated by functionalizing borate and PEI molecules between the 
MXene nanosheets. Featuring with the size-defined chemically 
interacting 2D nanochannels, the functionalized MXene nano-
films show excellent CO2 separation performance transcending 
the upper bound of state-of-the-art membranes. The rational-
designed MXene nanofilms with tunable nanochannels 

contribute to push 2D-material membranes for precise molec-
ular separation and nanofluidics applications.

8. Experimental Section
Materials: Ti2AlC was purchased from Kanthal and TiC from Alfa 

Aesar; 6 m HCl was obtained by Sigma-Aldrich, while LiF was provided 
from Aladdin. Anodized aluminum (AAO) substrates (a pore size 
of 0.1 µm and diameter of 25 mm) were provided by Whatman. 
PEBAX MH 1657 was purchased from Arkema, France. PDMS  
(Mw = 60 000) was purchased from Shanghai Resin Factory Co., Ltd, 
China. Tetraethy- lorthosilicate (TEOS), n-heptane, dibutyltindilaurate, 
ethanol were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd, 
China. PEI (Mw = 10 000) was provided by Sigma-Aldrich. Potassium 
tetraborate (K2B4O7) was supplied from Aladdin. Different gases of 
N2, CH4, H2, CO2, and C3H8 with purity 99.999% were purchased from 
Nanjing Special Gases Company. Deionized (DI) water was used in all the 
experiments. All of the materials were used without further purification.

Synthesis of Ti3AlC2 Powder: The MAX phase was used as the 
precursor for the synthesis of MXene. Ti2AlC and TiC were mixed in a 
1:1 molar ratio and ball-milled for 24 h. The mixture was then heated to 
1350 °C for 2 h at a heating rate of 5 °C min−1 under flowing argon. The 
powders were ground and sieved through a 400 mesh size sieve and 
collected for etching.

Synthesis of Ti3C2Tx MXene: A mixture of HCl solution and LiF was 
used to synthesize the Ti3C2Tx MXene. According to the literature,[53] 
10 mL of 6 m HCl solution was added to 0.666 g of LiF, followed by 5 
min stirring to dissolve the salt powder. Then 1 g of Ti3AlC2 powders was 
carefully added to avoid initial overheating of the solution caused by the 
reactions. The mixture solution was held at 35 °C for 24 h, followed by 
centrifugal washing with ethanol for several times. The Ti3C2Tx MXene 
powders were obtained after being dried under vacuum for 12 h.

Delamination of Ti3C2Tx MXene: The synthesized Ti3C2Tx MXene was 
multilayered, which needs to be delaminated to few-layered MXene. 
Typically, 0.1 g of the resulting Ti3C2Tx powders was again mixed with 
50 mL of DI water, and bath-sonicated for 1 h under flowing Ar gas. 
Afterward, the mixture was centrifuged for 1 h at 3500 rpm. The dark 
green supernatant containing few-layered Ti3C2Tx MXene was collected 
and stored in a freezer.

Preparation of Pristine MXene Nanofilms: MXene nanofilms were 
prepared using the vacuum-assisted assembly method. A certain volume 
of the above MXene suspension was added to 250 mL of DI water 
and sonicated for 10 min to obtain a dilution, followed by filtration 
using AAO substrates. AAO substrates were modified before making 
membranes using dopamine according to literature.[54] It should be 
noted that membranes with different MXene layer thicknesses can 
be easily prepared by tuning the concentration and/or volume of the 
filtrated suspension. The filtrated MXene membranes were dried under 
vacuum for 24 h. Polymer was then used for filling the holes and defects 
generated during the membrane fabrication process. PEBAX MH 1657 
was chosen and prepared by similar procedure of a previous work.[9h] 
PEBAX (wPEBA:wsolvent = 3:97) was stirred at 80 °C for 12 h, followed 
by eliminating the trapped air bubbles before coating. Then, the PEBA 
solution was spin-coated on the MXene nanofilm surface for five 
cycles. The solvent was evaporated at room temperature for 1 day, then 
dried in a vacuum oven for 24 h and the MXene nanofilms were finally 
formed. PDMS was also used to better understand the effect of spin-
coated polymer, whose preparation method was reported by a previous 
works.[55] PDMS polymer was dissolved in n-heptane uniformly with the 
concentration of 3 wt%. Then, TEOS and dibutyltindilaurate were added 
into the solution. n-heptane, TEOS, and dibutyltindilaurate were used as 
solvent, crosslinking agent, and catalyst, respectively. Then the PDMS 
solution was spin-coated on the MXene nanofilm surface, with the same 
procedure of PEBA-coated nanofilms (as described in Experimental 
Section: Preparation of Pristine MXene Nanofilms). All the MXene 
membranes were placed in a room-temperature glass dryer without 
vacuum for storage then for gas separation testing.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2018, 1801511

Figure 8. Solubility and diffusivity of MXene-based membranes. H2  
and CO2 of a) the solubility (S) and the diffusivity (D), S: 10−2 cm3 (STP) 
cm−3 cmHg−1), D: 10−8 cm2 s−1 and b) sorption selectivity (αS) as well as 
diffusion selectivity (αD) of H2/CO2 for various MXene-based nanofilms.
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Preparation of Functionalized MXene Nanofilms: 0.25 m K2B4O7 and 
0.1 m PEI were added to dilute a certain amount of MXene suspension, 
followed by stirring for 2 h and sonication for 10 min. After the vacuum-
assisted filtration, the MXene membranes were dried under vacuum for 
10 h with different temperatures for further crosslinking MXene with 
borate. Then, PEBA polymer was spin-coated on the surface of borate-
crosslinked MXene nanofilms and dried in a vacuum oven for 24 h. For 
comparison, pristine MXene nanofilms and borate-crosslinked MXene 
nanofilms without PEI were prepared and treated with the same range 
of temperature.

Characterization: The chemical composition of Ti3C2Tx MXene was 
analyzed by FTIR (AVATAR-FT-IR-360, Thermo Nicolet, USA) and 
XPS (Thermo ESCALAB 250, USA) using monochromatized Al Kα 
radiation (1486.6 eV). The crystalline structures of as-prepared Ti3C2Tx 
MXene powders and membranes were analyzed by XRD (Bruker, D8 
Advance) using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) at 40 kV and 15 mA. The 
charge properties of Ti3C2Tx MXene suspension were analyzed by ζ 
potential measurement (Microtrac Zetatrac analyzer, Malvern). Raman 
spectroscopy (LabRAM HR, HORIBA, France) with 514 nm wavelength 
incident laser light was used to characterize the microstructure ordering 
of MAX and synthesized Ti3C2Tx MXene. The morphology of samples 
was characterized by AFM (XE-100, Park SYSTEMS, Korea) operated 
in the noncontact mode, field emission scanning electron microscopy 
(FESEM, S4800, Hitachi, Japan) and TEM (JEM-2100F, Japan Electron 
Optics Laboratory Co., LTD, Japan) with an accelerating voltage of 
200 kV. The specific gas adsorption behaviors of Ti3C2Tx MXene and its 
composites were obtained by adsorption experiments at 25 °C (ASAP 
2020, Micromeritics, USA). The membranes’ mechanical properties 
were characterized by nanoindentation system (Nano-Test Vantage, 
Micro Materials, UK).

Gas Permeation Measurement: As reported in the previous works,[9g,h] 
different gas transport behaviors were measured by constant pressure/
variable volume technique, with a feed pressure of 1.5 bar and 
atmosphere conditions in downstream at the temperature of 25 °C. 
After the system reached the steady state, the permeability of each gas 
was calculated from the average value of at least three tests using the 
following equation

( )= ∆ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅1 273.15
273.15 76

d
d
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p A T

p V
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where P is the gas permeance (1 GPU = 10−6 cm3 (STP) cm−2 s−1 cmHg), 
Δp is the transmembrane pressure (atm), patm is the atmospheric 
pressure (atm), T is the temperature (°C), A is the membrane’s effective 
area, and dV/dt is the volumetric displacement rate in the bubble flow 
meter.

Permeability can also be calculated by diffusivity coefficient, D, 
and solubility coefficient, S, of a given gas component i, as shown in 
Equation (2). D and S characterize the kinetic and thermodynamic 
contribution to transport, respectively
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The ideal selectivity α can be calculated as
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where PA and PB are the permeabilities of pure gases A and B, 
respectively, αD is the diffusion selectivity, and αS is the sorption 
selectivity.

Mixed gases (50:50 H2/CO2, 50:50 H2/C3H8, and 50:50 CO2/N2, 
volume percent) were used as the feed gases, respectively, with a total 
flux of 30 mL min−1, while Ar was selected as the sweep gas with a flux 
of 30 mL min−1. The selectivity for binary gas mixtures can be calculated 
by the following equation

α = /
/A/B

A B

A B

y y
x x

 (4)

where x and y are the volumetric fractions of the one component in the 
feed and permeate, respectively.
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